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The general expression for the rotated operator R̂
{
uF̂u0R̂u can be

deduced from these equations.

3.1.4 Time-Dependent Rotations
For the description of an atom moving in an inhomogeneous magnetic

field, we will need to deal with time-dependent rotation angles, and with

the derivatives of the R̂ operators. After using Eq. (21) and some straight-

forward arithmetic, we come to the following expression involving

@tR̂u!!":
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where (u, u!, u") form an orthonormal basis, see Fig. 2, with

u" $ cos" cos# ex + sin# ey
# $

% sin" ez (26)

and

u#$% sin# ex + cos# ey: (27)

The time variation of R̂ can be recast using the rising and lowering oper-

ators F̂u,# $ F̂ u" # iF̂u# with respect to the eigenstates of F̂ u, under the form
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!
2F̂u,+ + h:c:

h i
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Fig. 2 Orientation of the basis (u, u", u#) relative to the basis (ez, ex, ey).
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where the constant ! describes the rate of change of potential with time and

the coupling V between states j1i and j2i is assumed to be a constant. This is

an example of Eq. (1) with "!t"! !t and #!V . This model can be an

approximation to the dynamics of a particle passing through a region of rf

resonance at approximately constant speed. The adiabatic energies of

Eq. (10) are E!t"#
####################
!!t"2 +V 2

q
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The related non-

adiabaticity parameter $(t), Eq. (8), is given by the expression

$!t"#$i
!
2

!V

!2t2 +V 2
$ % : (11)

We saw in Eq. (9) that the ratio j$!t"j=E!t" should be small for an adia-

batic process. In the case of the Landau–Zener model we find that

j$!t"j=E!t"# !!V=%2!!2t2 +V 2"3=2&. We see that this ratio has its largest

value at t # 0, where j$!0"j=E!0"# !!=!2V 2". This, in turn, implies that

to be adiabatic we would like a strong coupling V and/or a “low” rate of

in the potential, ! so that !!=!2V 2"!1. Conventionally, we define a

parameter ! such that (Suominen et al., 1991)

!#V 2

!!
(12)

and then we have ! " 1 for highly adiabatic behavior.

A B

Fig. 1 Hamiltonian evolution during a linear sweep, starting from state j1i at t#$!,
for two different values of the coupling: V# !% corresponding to!# 1 (blue full line) and
V # 3!% (red dashed line, ! # 9). The time unit is %#

########
!=!

p
. (A) Evolution of the popu-

lation P2 in state j2i. The expected t!! Landau–Zener limit, P2 # 1$ exp!$&!", is
indicated as a dashed blue line in the case V # !%. (B) Energies of the bare states (thin
black line) and of the adiabatic states 'E!t".
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Optically guided linear Mach-Zehnder atom interferometer

G. D. McDonald,* H. Keal, P. A. Altin, J. E. Debs, S. Bennetts, C. C. N. Kuhn, K. S. Hardman, M. T. Johnsson,
J. D. Close, and N. P. Robins

Quantum Sensors Lab, Department of Quantum Science, Australian National University, Canberra 0200, Australia
(Received 19 December 2012; published 28 January 2013)

We demonstrate a horizontal, linearly guided Mach-Zehnder atom interferometer in an optical waveguide.
Intended as a proof-of-principle experiment, the interferometer utilizes a Bose-Einstein condensate in the
magnetically insensitive |F = 1,mF = 0! state of 87Rb as an acceleration-sensitive test mass. We achieve a
modest sensitivity to acceleration of !a = 7 " 10#4 m/s2. Our fringe visibility is as high as 38% in this optically
guided atom interferometer. We observe a time of flight in the waveguide of over 0.5 s, demonstrating the utility
of our optical guide for future sensors.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.87.013632 PACS number(s): 03.75.Dg, 06.30.Gv, 37.10.Gh, 37.25.+k

Over the past decade there has been significant interest in
the application of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) to the
development of compact inertial sensors based on magneti-
cally guided ultracold atoms [1,2]. Trapped atom systems offer
the possibility of the ultrahigh precision sensing demonstrated
by free-space atom interferometry [3,4] in a more compact
package. Atoms can now be Bose condensed [5–8], guided
[9,10], split [11–13], switched [14], recombined [15], and
imaged [16,17] in reconfigurable magnetic potentials which
support the atoms against gravity. Typical geometries for
magnetically trapped atom interferometers use either atoms
bound to a trap which is adiabatically deformed [18–21] or
a magnetic guide in which atoms are manipulated using a
standing wave [22–26].

Precision in these schemes is usually limited by both the
roughness of the magnetic waveguide potential which causes
decoherence and fragmentation of the condensate [27–30],
as well as interaction-induced dephasing due to the tight
trapping potentials used in magnetic guiding [31–33]. Methods
used to address these problems have included a Michelson
configuration which is sensitive only to relative acceleration
between the two arms [24,34], a constant displacement scheme
with an inherently reduced scaling in sensitivity to absolute
acceleration [26], or trapping currents oscillating in the kHz
range which smooths the potential but causes unwanted
heating [35,36]. The impact of these problems has been
highlighted in Ref. [37].

An alternative solution using optical trapping and ma-
nipulation of ultracold atoms has the advantage of being
inherently smooth. Optical elements have been constructed
which guide [38–41], reflect [42,43], and split [44–46] atom
clouds. Recently, a ring interferometer has been constructed to
measure rotation [37]. Additionally, relatively large BECs can
be quickly produced in optical traps (105 atoms in 500 ms [47])
and the atoms in an optical trap can be confined in any
internal state, allowing the trapping of magnetically insensitive
ensembles [48].

In this paper we present a linear, optically guided atom
interferometer in an inertially sensitive configuration. A BEC
of 87Rb is loaded into an atomic waveguide constructed from

*gordon.mcdonald@anu.edu.au

a far-detuned optical dipole beam (Fig. 1). The atoms are
then transferred into the first-order magnetically insensitive
|F = 1,mF = 0! spin state. A Mach-Zehnder (MZ) atom
interferometer with 4h̄k momentum splitting is constructed
using counterpropagating Bragg beams aligned collinearly
with the waveguide. The phase " of a MZ atom interferometer
is given by [49]

" = n(2k · a # #)T 2 + n($1 # 2$2 + $3), (1)

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) The geometry of our optically guided
atom interferometer. A BEC is formed in an optical dipole triple
trap at the intersection of three far-detuned beams. Two of these are
switched off to release the atoms into the third beam, the waveguide.
A MZ atom interferometer is constructed using Bragg transitions
from counterpropagating beams aligned along the waveguide. We
image the resulting momentum states using a vertical absorption
imaging system. A second absorption imaging system, not shown in
this diagram, has its axis in the horizontal plane between the cross
and waveguide dipole beams. (b) Images showing expansion of the
condensate in the waveguide after different expansion times. Because
gravity slowly pulls the atoms out of the field of view of our imaging
system, the image after 520 ms expansion is of a condensate thrown
“uphill” by a 6h̄k Bloch acceleration and then allowed to fall back
into the field of view.

013632-11050-2947/2013/87(1)/013632(5) ©2013 American Physical Society
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modewith coherentmatter waves from aBEC and then incorporating the elements into integrated circuits have
both proven to be dif!cult.We showhere how to accomplish both of these goals.

Cold atoms can bemanipulated using either themagnetic Stern–Gerlach force or the optical dipole force.
Using themagnetic approach, currents in suitably shaped conductors have been used to guide incoherent laser-
cooled atoms in straight lines [19, 20], around bends [21, 22], and to formY-junction splitters for such atoms
[23, 24]. Also, BECs have been launched in toroidal [25, 26] and linear [27] guides producedwith
electromagnets. The development of atom chips for cold atoms [1, 28] andBEC [29] opened up possibilities for
integration [30], complex geometries, andminiaturization.However, while coherent beamsplitters for
stationary BECs have been realized on atom chips [31], to date all propagation on atom chips has been restricted
to linear guides [32–34]. The optical dipole force of laser light propagating inside a hollow-core optical!berwas
used in the!rst demonstration of atom guiding [35]. Subsequently, incoherent cold atoms from amagneto-
optical trapwere propagated along aminiature planar optical dipole potential waveguide above a surface [2].
Propagation of coherentmatter waves along a linear optical dipole guide formed by a collimated laser beamhas
been demonstrated [36, 37], and overlapping laser beams have been used to create beamsplitters for guided cold
atoms [38] and for an atom laser [39].Micro-optics have been used to create beamsplitter and interferometer
optical dipole potentials for cold atoms [40]. In the limit where themoving BEC completely !lls thewaveguide,
super"uid "owhas been observed in toroidal optical dipole potentials [41–44] and atom-SQUIDdevices have
been demonstrated [45–47]. Finally, digital holography has created complex optical dipole potentials thatmight
realize an atomtronicOR-gate once loading of cold atoms into the potential has been demonstrated [48].
However, none of the experiments discussed above has demonstrated phase-coherent splitting of propagating
matter waves or single-modematter wave propagation inwaveguide sections connected by bends—two
essential ingredients of a coherentmatter wave circuit. Both are realized in our experiment.

Our circuit elements are createdwith the painted potential technique [49], a formof time-averaged optical
dipole potential inwhich a rapidlymoving, tightly focused laser beam superimposed on a sheet of laser light
exerts con!ning forces on atoms through their electric polarizability. Our device is analogous to an integrated
optical circuit with the roles ofmatter and light being reversed: while the optical circuit usesmatter to guide
light, here we use light to guidematter. Thematter wave source, analogous to the laser, is a BEC. The painted
potential is used to drawwaveguides andwaveguide structures (!gure 1(a)), such as bends andY-junctions
(!gure 1(b)).While the proof-of-principle circuits we present here are simple, the system should be able to create
any planar circuit topology that can be representedwith the approximately 100! 100 resolvable spots of the
two-axis acousto-optic de"ector that scans the painting beam [49]. Further, because the painted potential is
dynamic thematter wave circuit can bemodi!ed arbitrarily as atoms propagate through it, a degree of"exibility
that is not available in atom chips. In the experiments reported here, we launch BECs into paintedwaveguides
that guide coherentmatter waves around bends and form switches, phase coherent beamsplitters, and closed
circuits. In the following sectionswe discuss the implementation and performance of each of these circuit
elements.

Figure 1. (a)The coherentmatter waves of amoving Bose–Einstein condensate propagate alongwaveguide-shaped time-averaged
optical dipole potentials formed by the combination of a horizontal laser light sheet and a rapidlymoving, tightly focused vertical laser
beam. The vertical beampaints the desiredwaveguide geometry, here a Y-junction. (b)Measured time-averaged laser intensity
distributions used in the experiments reported here, recorded by imaging the laser intensity at the plane of the circuit onto a camera.
The intensity is rendered into three-dimensions using the color scale shown. Clockwise from top left, with image dimensions in
parentheses: straightwaveguide (114 !m ! 114 !m), straightwaveguides connected by a circular bend (93 !m ! 93 !m), Y-junction
(114 !m ! 114 !m), and squarewaveguide circuit (62 !m ! 62 !m).
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where 6I„ is the Bragg angle at which nth order scattering
occurs. For effective Bragg scattering, the transverse
dimension, 2wo, of the SW must be large so that the
angular uncertainty in the photon momentum,
AL/8~wo, is substantially less than the angle between
adjacent orders, 20&. For scattering neon with AL =
640 nm, 20~ = 58 p, rad and the SW radius wo must be at
least 3 mm. In addition, the incident atomic beam needs
to be collimated to at least 0~ to separate the two arms of
the interferometer.
Bragg scattering has several attractive features for atom

interferometry. First, it deAects atoms into only a single
order, and the scattering order is under the control of the
experimenter. The fraction of atoms deflected from each
SW can be varied easily by adjusting either the SW inten-
sity or the detuning of the light frequency from resonance.
We are able to obtain deflection efficiencies from 0% to
80% for the neon atoms. In our interferometer, the inten-
sities are adjusted such that the first and third SWs func-
tion as 50-50 beam splitters, and the second SW functions
as two mirrors. Bragg scattering therefore provides a loss-
less, and potentially 100% efficient, atom optic. Second,
a Bragg interferometer is easy to align, due to the fact
that the atoms are deflected at discrete angles determined
by the de Broglie and SW wavelengths. The laser inten-
sity, detuning, and interaction time affect the deflection
probability, but not the scattering angle. To align the in-
terferometer, it is only necessary to adjust each SW inde-
pendently for the desired scattering order. This ensures
that the three SWs are parallel to each other, and atoms
deflected by all three will automatically form the closed
path that completes the interferometer. By choosing a
higher Bragg order, the separation of the interferometer
arms can be increased. Third, Bragg scattering involves
only virtual transitions to the upper state, so that the atoms
always remain in the lower state. Spontaneous emission,
which destroys the coherence of the atomic beam, is not
an issue during the free flight of the beams. This allows
long arm lengths for the interferometer. In addition, since
the atoms are in the same atomic state in the two paths
of the interferometer, the atomic phase is not affected by
temporal fluctuations in the SWs [14] and is less sensitive
to external fields.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. Metastable

neon was produced with a dc discharge in a supersonic
nozzle source, and was collimated to (15 p, rad by a
10 p,m slit and a 5 p,m slit separated by 90 cm. The
average velocity of the atoms was about 1000 m/s ~ 10%,
but could vary, depending on the source condition. The
nominal de Broglie wavelength was 19 pm. A dye laser
was tuned near resonant with the 1ss(J = 2)-2@9(J = 3)
transition in neon (640.2 nm). The linearly polarized laser
beam was sent through a single mode fiber to provide a
clean TEMoo mode. It was then expanded to a radius
of 4.5 mm, split into three beams separated by 31 cm,
and retroreflected by three 1 in. diameter mirrors (flat

31
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the Bragg interferometer. Metastable
neon atoms are Bragg scattered by the three standing light
waves to form interference fringes in beams A and B. Detector
slit is used to select either beam. Dashed line shows path of
helium-neon laser beam through gratings to form an auxiliary
optical interferometer used for stabilization.

to A/10) to form the SWs. The flatness of the light
beam wave fronts controls the quality of the atomic
fringes, so it is important that the mirrors be of high
quality. The horizontal and vertical angles of each mirror
were adjusted to optimize scattering efficiency and fringe
contrast. Fine adjustments in the horizontal angle were
made with a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) mounted on
the adjustment screw. The laser power in each SW was
varied independently to produce the desired deflection
probability, but typical values were 30 mW for the first
and third SW (SW1 and SW3) and 65 mW for the second
SW (SW2). The metastable atoms were detected with a
Ceratron electron multiplier. The interferometer has two
complementary output beams (A and 8 in Fig. 2). A
movable 5 p,m slit was positioned in front of the detector
to select one output beam. The detector was connected to
an electrometer for beam current measurement, and to a
preamplifier and discriminator for digital counting.
The interferometer was sensitive to vibration, and sev-

eral measures were taken to ensure stability. The three
mirrors used to create the SWs were mounted together
into one assembly that could be aligned externally and
then placed in the vacuum chamber. Rubber pads were
used to reduce vibrations from the floor. Active stabi-
lization was employed [6] to remove the remaining noise.
Small gratings with 200 lines/mm were attached to the
mirror mounts, as shown in Fig. 2, and a helium-neon
laser beam was threaded through them to produce an aux-
iliary optical interferometer with the same geometry as the
atomic one. The fringes produced by the optical interfer-
ometer were directed onto a photodiode whose signal dis-
played the relative position of the three mirrors. The third
mirror was held in a special mount that allowed it to be
translated by a PZT, and the final grating was attached di-
rectly to this mirror. The photodiode signal was fed back
to the PZT to move the third mirror. Using this setup, we
were able to hold the relative positions of the three mir-
rors to within 20 nm, or 6% of an atomic fringe.
To observe atomic interference, the detector slit was

moved to either output A or 8, and the position of the
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Figure 1. Experimental sequence. The situation is depicted
in an inertial frame. Starting with atoms prepared in |!"
located at ! = 0, a "/2-pulse generates a superposition of
two non-degenerate internal states. Atoms in |(#)!" are then
transported along a circular path in (anti-)clockwise direction.
After a half-revolution, a second pulse converts any phase shift
into population di!erence, which is measured in the elemen-
tary sequence (black arrows). An extended Ramsey sequence
(green arrows) can be used to achieve full common path oper-
ation. Here, the "/2-pulse at time T is extended to a "-pulse,
fully inverting the atomic states. Transport is continued such
that all atoms complete a full revolution before converting
and measuring the phase di!erence at time 2T .

due to confinement or external e!ects remain identical
when observed in the two rest frames.
Interferometer sequence. Our scheme requires state-

dependently controlled trapping potentials moved around
a ring in combination with a Ramsey sequence used for
atomic clocks, as shown in Fig. 1. In the elementary
sequence we study here, each atom is initially trapped
at ! = 0 and prepared in a superposition of two non-
degenerate spin states |"! = 1!

2
(|"!+ |#!) by starting in

|"! and driving a resonant "/2-pulse derived from a sta-
ble reference clock. The state-dependency is then used
to move atoms in state |(#)"! (anti-)clockwise around the
ring. When the two components recombine on the oppo-
site side, they will have acquired a relative phase di!er-
ence, which is measured by driving a second "/2-pulse
with an adjustable phase #ref, converting the phase dif-
ference into population di!erence.
In order to remove constant perturbations of the two

spin state energies or, equivalently, a constant detuning
of the reference clock, a spin echo sequence can be used.
The "/2-pulse at time T is extended to a "-pulse, ex-
changing states |"! and |#!, before rotating the state de-
pendent traps in the opposite direction such that each
component completes a full revolution over time 2T . As

before, a final "/2-pulse converts phase di!erence into
measurable number di!erence. This sequence removes
the time-dependent dynamical phase, because all atoms
spend half the observer’s time in each spin state. While
this prevents operation as an atomic clock, it does, how-
ever, not remove the path dependent Sagnac phase. This
procedure also cancels e!ects from constant but spatially
dependent energy shifts as all atoms travel the same
paths in the same spin states. Due to the common path
for a full revolution, dynamical phases caused by constant
external acceleration, gravitation or other static poten-
tials do not a!ect the measurement.

Guided interferometer models. In the following, we
analyze the e!ects of fully confined transport and de-
termine conditions that allow for reliable measurements
of the Sagnac phase. We neglect any interactions or
mixing of the two spin states and describe the dynam-
ics of the interferometer by a Hamiltonian of the form
Ĥ = h̄$[Ĥ"|#!$#| + Ĥ#|"!$"|]. The frequency scale $
will be specified below. We assume identical shapes for
the two state-dependent potentials and equal and op-
posite paths in the laboratory frame. For the elemen-
tary sequence shown in Fig. 1 and atoms starting in mo-
tional ground state |g!, the final atomic state can be
expressed using unitary evolution operators |"(T )! =
P̂ (#ref)Û(T )P̂ (0)|g!%|"!, where Û(T ) = Û"(T )%Û#(T ) is

the evolution imposed by the Hamiltonian and P̂ (#) de-
scribes a "/2-pulse with phase #. The measured signal is
the population di!erence $%̂z!, where %̂z = |"!$"|& |#!$#|.
This expression simplifies to

$%̂z! =
1

2
$g|Û †

# (T )Û"(T )|g!ei!ref +H.c., (1)

Control of #ref enables interferometer operation near
maximal dependence on laboratory rotation. Accord-
ingly, we define the (dimensionless) scale factor for half-
revolutions as

# = max
!ref

!!!!
d$%̂z!
d$S

!!!!$. (2)

Rotation sensitivity is given by S"S = S!$/#, where S!

is the detection noise of the interferometric phase.
One-dimensional model. First, we consider an ide-

alised situation where the atoms are tightly confined to a
ring of radius r, thus restricting the motional degrees of
freedom to the azimuthal coordinate !. Within this ring
we assume that two harmonic potentials with trapping
frequency $ are displaced by the experimenter in oppo-
site directions at angular speed $P(t). In the laboratory
frame, both paths end on the opposite side of the ring at

t = T , imposing the condition
" T
0 $P(t)dt = ". Trans-

forming the Hamiltonian to a state-dependent rotating
frame that keeps both potentials stationary leads to

Ĥ"(#) = â†â+ i
R'
2

#
$S + &"(#)$P(')

$
(â& â†), (3)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) We obtained fringes in MZ configuration with 4h̄k momentum splitting. Measured fringes (red circles) and a
sinusoidal fit (blue line) of the form Nrel = A cos(2!3 + ") + c for (a) 2T = 400 µs and (b) 2T = 2.5 ms. The density plot next to each fringe
is a Fourier component of our absorption images for all recombination phases !3 (see text) and shows the sections of our absorption images
which contribute to each state of the interferometer. The 0h̄k (red atom cloud) and 4h̄k state (blue atom cloud) are separated by 870 µm. (c)
Visibility (red circles) is 2A, as measured by the sinusoidal fit to each fringe set. Contrast (black diamonds) as measured by range of data Nrel

from the 2nd percentile to the 98th percentile, is shown for comparison to indicate possible gains in fringe visibility after the elimination of
phase noise.

scanning the relative phase !3 of the final #/2 pulse, we obtain
fringes in Nrel, and these are shown in Fig. 3.

A simple method to count the atoms in each state is to draw
a box around the area where each state is expected and count
the atoms in each box for each phase !3. To avoid counting
noncontributing pixels in our image, which would add unnec-
essary noise, we use a Fourier phase decomposition algorithm
to select which pixels we attribute to each momentum state.
For each pixel i in our absorption image we calculate the
number of atoms it contains as a function of recombination
phase, ni(!3). We then take the inner product with sinusoids
of the expected frequency

$i =
! 2#

0
ni(!3) sin(m!3)d!3,

(2)

%i =
! 2#

0
ni(!3) cos(m!3)d!3,

where m is 2 for a 4h̄k transition. Any oscillatory sig-
nal in ni(!3) of the correct frequency, such as ni(!3) =
Ai cos(m!3 + "i), can be extracted by the relations

Ai = 2
"

$2 + %2, "i = tan!1
#

$i

%i

$
. (3)

For a small phase offset ("i " 0 for the 0h̄k state) it
is sufficient to simply plot %i , as |%i | " Ai and sgn(%i) "
cos("i), and this has been done in Fig. 3. Ideally, two
identifiable components will be visible in an image, the 0h̄k
momentum state with " " 0 (with positive amplitude, shown
in red) and the 4h̄k momentum state with " " # (negative
amplitude, blue). From this image we select which pixels
to include in our regular counting of N0h̄k and N4h̄k for all
!3 by setting a tolerance on %i . The optimal tolerance will
depend upon the background noise in the image. Comparing
this Fourier decomposition method to an optimally chosen box,
we find a 56% increase in visibility and a 65% reduction in

phase uncertainty at 2T = 2.5 ms, with the best improvement
at longer T , demonstrating the utility of this method.

An example of the obtained fringes are shown in Fig. 3.
We obtain a visibility of 38% at 2T = 1 ms and 15% at 2T =
2.5 ms. By 2T = 3 ms, phase noise effectively randomizes the
final phase of the interferometer, but interference is still visible.
Even at 2T = 7 ms we still have interference with contrast
of "37%, albeit with random phase. The phase instability
observed at longer interferometer times is likely due to acoustic
vibrations affecting the optical fiber outcouplers which bring
the Bragg beams to the table. A simple analysis shows that a
small fluctuation in the distance &L between fiber outcouplers
creates a laser phase offset (in radians) of &!i = 4#n&L/'.
For the sake of argument, assume &!1,2 = 0, &!3 = #/2 is
enough to mask a usable signal; this means that &L " 50 nm
is enough displacement during the interrogation time T to
completely wash out any fringes. This could be caused by
a vibration with a 70-nm amplitude and frequency around
f = 1/3T " 170 Hz with 2T = 4 ms, for example. Indeed,
by looking at the beat between our Bragg beams on a
low-frequency spectrum analyzer we see a significant noise
peak between 130 and 200 Hz in our laboratory. We calculate
the fluctuations in Bragg beam intensity to contribute 1/300th
of the measured uncertainty in acceleration, so this is not
yet limiting our sensitivity. Run-to-run fluctuations in atom
number would not be expected to greatly affect the sensitivity,
however the loss of contrast seen in Fig. 3(c) may be due to
residual interparticle interactions [56].

The highest sensitivity to acceleration along the guide
that we can currently obtain is &a = 7 # 10!4 m/s2 at
2T = 2.5 ms over 136 runs (9 # 10!2/

$
Hz), and we obtain

an acceleration of a = 0.0997(7) m/s2. For comparison, a
free space gravimeter run in the same laboratory [53] had
an acceleration sensitivity of 5 # 10!4 m/s2 at 2T = 6 ms
over 30 runs (3 # 10!2/

$
Hz). The similar results obtained

for both the free space and the guided interferometer indicate
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We demonstrate a horizontal, linearly guided Mach-Zehnder atom interferometer in an optical waveguide.
Intended as a proof-of-principle experiment, the interferometer utilizes a Bose-Einstein condensate in the
magnetically insensitive |F = 1,mF = 0! state of 87Rb as an acceleration-sensitive test mass. We achieve a
modest sensitivity to acceleration of !a = 7 " 10#4 m/s2. Our fringe visibility is as high as 38% in this optically
guided atom interferometer. We observe a time of flight in the waveguide of over 0.5 s, demonstrating the utility
of our optical guide for future sensors.
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Over the past decade there has been significant interest in
the application of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) to the
development of compact inertial sensors based on magneti-
cally guided ultracold atoms [1,2]. Trapped atom systems offer
the possibility of the ultrahigh precision sensing demonstrated
by free-space atom interferometry [3,4] in a more compact
package. Atoms can now be Bose condensed [5–8], guided
[9,10], split [11–13], switched [14], recombined [15], and
imaged [16,17] in reconfigurable magnetic potentials which
support the atoms against gravity. Typical geometries for
magnetically trapped atom interferometers use either atoms
bound to a trap which is adiabatically deformed [18–21] or
a magnetic guide in which atoms are manipulated using a
standing wave [22–26].

Precision in these schemes is usually limited by both the
roughness of the magnetic waveguide potential which causes
decoherence and fragmentation of the condensate [27–30],
as well as interaction-induced dephasing due to the tight
trapping potentials used in magnetic guiding [31–33]. Methods
used to address these problems have included a Michelson
configuration which is sensitive only to relative acceleration
between the two arms [24,34], a constant displacement scheme
with an inherently reduced scaling in sensitivity to absolute
acceleration [26], or trapping currents oscillating in the kHz
range which smooths the potential but causes unwanted
heating [35,36]. The impact of these problems has been
highlighted in Ref. [37].

An alternative solution using optical trapping and ma-
nipulation of ultracold atoms has the advantage of being
inherently smooth. Optical elements have been constructed
which guide [38–41], reflect [42,43], and split [44–46] atom
clouds. Recently, a ring interferometer has been constructed to
measure rotation [37]. Additionally, relatively large BECs can
be quickly produced in optical traps (105 atoms in 500 ms [47])
and the atoms in an optical trap can be confined in any
internal state, allowing the trapping of magnetically insensitive
ensembles [48].

In this paper we present a linear, optically guided atom
interferometer in an inertially sensitive configuration. A BEC
of 87Rb is loaded into an atomic waveguide constructed from

*gordon.mcdonald@anu.edu.au

a far-detuned optical dipole beam (Fig. 1). The atoms are
then transferred into the first-order magnetically insensitive
|F = 1,mF = 0! spin state. A Mach-Zehnder (MZ) atom
interferometer with 4h̄k momentum splitting is constructed
using counterpropagating Bragg beams aligned collinearly
with the waveguide. The phase " of a MZ atom interferometer
is given by [49]

" = n(2k · a # #)T 2 + n($1 # 2$2 + $3), (1)

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) The geometry of our optically guided
atom interferometer. A BEC is formed in an optical dipole triple
trap at the intersection of three far-detuned beams. Two of these are
switched off to release the atoms into the third beam, the waveguide.
A MZ atom interferometer is constructed using Bragg transitions
from counterpropagating beams aligned along the waveguide. We
image the resulting momentum states using a vertical absorption
imaging system. A second absorption imaging system, not shown in
this diagram, has its axis in the horizontal plane between the cross
and waveguide dipole beams. (b) Images showing expansion of the
condensate in the waveguide after different expansion times. Because
gravity slowly pulls the atoms out of the field of view of our imaging
system, the image after 520 ms expansion is of a condensate thrown
“uphill” by a 6h̄k Bloch acceleration and then allowed to fall back
into the field of view.
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modewith coherentmatter waves from aBEC and then incorporating the elements into integrated circuits have
both proven to be dif!cult.We showhere how to accomplish both of these goals.

Cold atoms can bemanipulated using either themagnetic Stern–Gerlach force or the optical dipole force.
Using themagnetic approach, currents in suitably shaped conductors have been used to guide incoherent laser-
cooled atoms in straight lines [19, 20], around bends [21, 22], and to formY-junction splitters for such atoms
[23, 24]. Also, BECs have been launched in toroidal [25, 26] and linear [27] guides producedwith
electromagnets. The development of atom chips for cold atoms [1, 28] andBEC [29] opened up possibilities for
integration [30], complex geometries, andminiaturization.However, while coherent beamsplitters for
stationary BECs have been realized on atom chips [31], to date all propagation on atom chips has been restricted
to linear guides [32–34]. The optical dipole force of laser light propagating inside a hollow-core optical!berwas
used in the !rst demonstration of atom guiding [35]. Subsequently, incoherent cold atoms from amagneto-
optical trapwere propagated along aminiature planar optical dipole potential waveguide above a surface [2].
Propagation of coherentmatter waves along a linear optical dipole guide formed by a collimated laser beamhas
been demonstrated [36, 37], and overlapping laser beams have been used to create beamsplitters for guided cold
atoms [38] and for an atom laser [39].Micro-optics have been used to create beamsplitter and interferometer
optical dipole potentials for cold atoms [40]. In the limit where themoving BEC completely !lls thewaveguide,
super"uid "owhas been observed in toroidal optical dipole potentials [41–44] and atom-SQUIDdevices have
been demonstrated [45–47]. Finally, digital holography has created complex optical dipole potentials thatmight
realize an atomtronicOR-gate once loading of cold atoms into the potential has been demonstrated [48].
However, none of the experiments discussed above has demonstrated phase-coherent splitting of propagating
matter waves or single-modematter wave propagation inwaveguide sections connected by bends—two
essential ingredients of a coherentmatter wave circuit. Both are realized in our experiment.

Our circuit elements are createdwith the painted potential technique [49], a formof time-averaged optical
dipole potential inwhich a rapidlymoving, tightly focused laser beam superimposed on a sheet of laser light
exerts con!ning forces on atoms through their electric polarizability. Our device is analogous to an integrated
optical circuit with the roles ofmatter and light being reversed: while the optical circuit usesmatter to guide
light, here we use light to guidematter. Thematter wave source, analogous to the laser, is a BEC. The painted
potential is used to drawwaveguides andwaveguide structures (!gure 1(a)), such as bends andY-junctions
(!gure 1(b)).While the proof-of-principle circuits we present here are simple, the system should be able to create
any planar circuit topology that can be representedwith the approximately 100! 100 resolvable spots of the
two-axis acousto-optic de"ector that scans the painting beam [49]. Further, because the painted potential is
dynamic thematter wave circuit can bemodi!ed arbitrarily as atoms propagate through it, a degree of"exibility
that is not available in atom chips. In the experiments reported here, we launch BECs into paintedwaveguides
that guide coherentmatter waves around bends and form switches, phase coherent beamsplitters, and closed
circuits. In the following sectionswe discuss the implementation and performance of each of these circuit
elements.

Figure 1. (a)The coherentmatter waves of amoving Bose–Einstein condensate propagate alongwaveguide-shaped time-averaged
optical dipole potentials formed by the combination of a horizontal laser light sheet and a rapidlymoving, tightly focused vertical laser
beam. The vertical beampaints the desiredwaveguide geometry, here a Y-junction. (b)Measured time-averaged laser intensity
distributions used in the experiments reported here, recorded by imaging the laser intensity at the plane of the circuit onto a camera.
The intensity is rendered into three-dimensions using the color scale shown. Clockwise from top left, with image dimensions in
parentheses: straightwaveguide (114 !m ! 114 !m), straightwaveguides connected by a circular bend (93 !m ! 93 !m), Y-junction
(114 !m ! 114 !m), and squarewaveguide circuit (62 !m ! 62 !m).
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these techniques signi!cantly reduce excitation out of the ground state at bends [53]. The painted potential
should be able to realize both the offset and clothoid approaches.

2.4. Closedwaveguide circuit
Figure 5 shows bends and straight sections connected together to form a closedwaveguide circuit,
demonstrating that several non-trivial circuit elements can be combined and functionwell. Such a circuitmight
be used, for example, to realize a Sagnac interferometer by using Bragg diffraction to coherently split a BEC in a
straight section intowave packets counter-propagating around the circuit [34, 37], and then recombining them
after a number of complete circuits tomeasure the Sagnac phase.

Figure 5.ABEC launchedwith speed 19 mm s!1 into a closedwaveguide formed from straight sections and four 90° bends of radius
9.3 !m, forming a potential similar to that shown in the bottom left panel of !gure 1(b). The launch durationwas 0.8 ms. The times
marked on each image are relative to the end of the launching process. The dimensions of each image are 70 !m ! 70 !m.

Figure 6.ABECpropagating through aY-junction at speed 21 mm s!1. The arm separation is 3.7 !m, forming a potential similar to
that shown in the bottom right panel of!gure 1(b). The dimensions of each image are 100 !m ! 34 !m.The propagation times on
each panel are relative to the end of the launching process.
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Anext step is determining the optimum shape for bends andY-junctions tominimize excitation out of the
ground state, and then implementing these geometries using the technology described here. Looking to the
future, it will be possible to add further circuit functionality by painting potential structures onwaveguides to act
as partial (or total) re!ectors formatter waves, extending the analogywith integrated optics. One can of course
use a simple potential barrier with appropriate height to re!ect (or transmit)matter waves. However this formof
mirror/beamsplitter has the disadvantage formanipulating wavepackets that its re!ectance and transmittance
vary rapidlywith de Broglie wavelength.One solution to this problem iswell-known from traditional optics:
replace the single potential barrier by a periodic array of weaker potentials. This is the basic principle of
broadbandmultilayer optical coatings and of distributed Bragg re!ectors. Such re!ectors have been realized for
BECs by imposing an optical lattice on a collimated red-detuned laser beam serving as a guide [57]. In our case
we could form awaveguide Bragg re!ector by painting a periodicmodulation in thewaveguide potential.

Figure 9.Demonstration of a phase coherent Y-junction. (a)Matter wave fringes formedwhen the split BEC in the rightmost panel of
"gure 6 is released and allowed to expand for 2.5 ms. Image dimensions are 60 !m ! 60 !m. (b) Interference fringes formed by BECs
created in two separate 12.4 !mlong potentials in the same locations as the arms of the Y-junction and then allowed to expand for
3 ms. Image dimensions are 51 !m ! 51 !m. (c) Fit to the fringes of (a) integrated over the central region of the image. (d) Fit to the
fringes of (b) integrated over the central region of the image. (e)GPE simulation of the interference fringes in (a) formed by releasing
the BEC after splitting at the Y-junction. (f)Phase of the fringe pattern obtained over several repetitions of the experiment. Blue
diamonds: BEC split in the Y-junction ((a) and (c)), black disks: BEC created directly in the armpotentials ((b) and (d)).
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Expansion

eration of atoms. The clock laser is stabilized to a 40-cm-long
cavity and has a frequency instability of !y = 3 ! 10!16

at an averaging time of 1 s.28) The pulse duration, power,
frequency, and phase of the clock laser are controlled by an
acousto-optic modulator.

As the optical guide introduces a position-dependent
acceleration a!x" # $@U!x; y; z"=@x=m, the phase shift !"
averages out as the atom cloud spreads along the x-axis.
To prepare spatially localized atoms in the optical guide, we
introduce a trap laser at 914 nm that intersects with the guide
laser with an angle of 30°, as depicted in Fig. 2(a). This 350-
mW trap laser is focused to a beam diameter of 70 µm. The
initial atom position x0 with respect to the focal spot of the
guide laser, which is taken as x = 0, is varied by translating
the focusing lens of the guide laser.

Figure 2(b) shows a timing chart for the experiment. 87Sr
atoms are laser-cooled to a few mK in a magneto-optical
trap (MOT) on the 1S0(F = 9=2)–1P1(F = 11=2) transition at
461 nm. More than 105 atoms are transferred to a dynamic
MOT (DMOT)29) on the narrow transition 1S0(F = 9=2)–
3P1(F % 9=2; 11=2) at 689 nm. A few µK atoms are loaded
into the crossed dipole trap consisting of the guide laser and
the trap laser. After the DMOT is turned o!, the power of the
guide laser is adiabatically decreased to 200mW in 10ms
and is kept constant for 20ms to remove atoms that are outside
the crossed region, after which the power is recovered to the
original value in 10ms. For the atoms trapped in the crossed
dipole trap, we apply one-dimensional Doppler cooling on
the 1S0(F = 9=2)–3P1(F = 9=2) transition for 80ms. We thus
reduce atom temperature to Tx = 0.9(1) µK along the x-axis,
which is measured by the width of the atom cloud, as shown
in Fig. 3.

We apply a uniform magnetic "eld of Bz = 30 µT in
the z-direction to de"ne the quantization axis and apply
a !+ circularly polarized laser tuned to the 1S0(F = 9=2)–
3P1(F = 9=2) transition for 80ms to optically pump the
atoms to the mF = 9=2 substate in the 1S0(F = 9=2) state. This
laser is frequency-modulated by 10 kHz with a deviation of
100 kHz to cover the Zeeman splitting. Typically, after the
trap laser is turned o!, 5,000 atoms remain in the optical
guide.

We observe the position of atoms using laser-induced
#uorescence (LIF) by driving the 1S0–1P1 transition at 461 nm.
Figure 3(a) shows charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
images of atoms in the optical guide after the trap laser is
turned o! at 0ms. They relocalize at the opposite side of the
potential at 350ms and return to the initial position at 700ms.
Figure 3(b) summarizes the position (blue squares) and the
width (green circles) of the atoms. The imperfect relocaliza-
tion of atoms is due to the inhomogeneity of the axial
oscillation frequency #x that depends on the radial position
of atoms. The red line determines the center of the axial
oscillation and the frequency #x = 1.4Hz that infers the radial
temperature of Tr = 1.2 µK, as discussed later.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Experimental setup. A state-insensitive optical guide is set
along x-axis by a guide laser at 813 nm. The focal position of the guide laser,
which de"nes x = 0, is varied by translating a focusing lens. By adding a trap
laser at 914 nm, a crossed dipole trap is formed to prepare spatially localized
atoms. This crossed dipole trap lies in the x–y plane, which is perpendicular
to gravity. A clock laser at 698 nm is introduced along the guide laser.
Sequential pulses start at t = 0 and excite atoms at x0. Atomic #uorescence is
observed by a CCD camera by driving the 1S0–1P1 transition. (b) Timing
chart of the optically guided MZI. The widths of the boxes are not drawn to
scale. A phase o!set $ is added to the "rst clock pulse.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of an AI with a “magic” optical guide that provides the same AC Stark shift on the long-lived states "1! and "2!, which correspond to the
1S0 and 3P0 clock states of Sr and the other alkaline earth (like) atoms. Pulsed excitation of the clock states with a %=2-%-%=2 sequence realizes a Mach–Zehnder
interferometer. The output of the interferometer is mapped onto the clock states, which is detected by driving the "1!–"3! transition. (a) In a free-space optical
guide, a "nite Rayleigh range introduces axial acceleration (yellow arrows) on atoms. (b) When a hollow-core photonic crystal "ber is applied, atoms mainly
sense external acceleration because of the negligible attenuation of the guiding potential. Such a magic-guide interferometer is best applied for a gradiometer
consisting of two atomic samples, i.e., atoms 1 and 2, where the clock-laser instability is common-mode rejected for the measurement outcome !a = a2 ! a1.
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eration of atoms. The clock laser is stabilized to a 40-cm-long
cavity and has a frequency instability of !y = 3 ! 10!16

at an averaging time of 1 s.28) The pulse duration, power,
frequency, and phase of the clock laser are controlled by an
acousto-optic modulator.

As the optical guide introduces a position-dependent
acceleration a!x" # $@U!x; y; z"=@x=m, the phase shift !"
averages out as the atom cloud spreads along the x-axis.
To prepare spatially localized atoms in the optical guide, we
introduce a trap laser at 914 nm that intersects with the guide
laser with an angle of 30°, as depicted in Fig. 2(a). This 350-
mW trap laser is focused to a beam diameter of 70 µm. The
initial atom position x0 with respect to the focal spot of the
guide laser, which is taken as x = 0, is varied by translating
the focusing lens of the guide laser.

Figure 2(b) shows a timing chart for the experiment. 87Sr
atoms are laser-cooled to a few mK in a magneto-optical
trap (MOT) on the 1S0(F = 9=2)–1P1(F = 11=2) transition at
461 nm. More than 105 atoms are transferred to a dynamic
MOT (DMOT)29) on the narrow transition 1S0(F = 9=2)–
3P1(F % 9=2; 11=2) at 689 nm. A few µK atoms are loaded
into the crossed dipole trap consisting of the guide laser and
the trap laser. After the DMOT is turned o!, the power of the
guide laser is adiabatically decreased to 200mW in 10ms
and is kept constant for 20ms to remove atoms that are outside
the crossed region, after which the power is recovered to the
original value in 10ms. For the atoms trapped in the crossed
dipole trap, we apply one-dimensional Doppler cooling on
the 1S0(F = 9=2)–3P1(F = 9=2) transition for 80ms. We thus
reduce atom temperature to Tx = 0.9(1) µK along the x-axis,
which is measured by the width of the atom cloud, as shown
in Fig. 3.

We apply a uniform magnetic "eld of Bz = 30 µT in
the z-direction to de"ne the quantization axis and apply
a !+ circularly polarized laser tuned to the 1S0(F = 9=2)–
3P1(F = 9=2) transition for 80ms to optically pump the
atoms to the mF = 9=2 substate in the 1S0(F = 9=2) state. This
laser is frequency-modulated by 10 kHz with a deviation of
100 kHz to cover the Zeeman splitting. Typically, after the
trap laser is turned o!, 5,000 atoms remain in the optical
guide.

We observe the position of atoms using laser-induced
#uorescence (LIF) by driving the 1S0–1P1 transition at 461 nm.
Figure 3(a) shows charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
images of atoms in the optical guide after the trap laser is
turned o! at 0ms. They relocalize at the opposite side of the
potential at 350ms and return to the initial position at 700ms.
Figure 3(b) summarizes the position (blue squares) and the
width (green circles) of the atoms. The imperfect relocaliza-
tion of atoms is due to the inhomogeneity of the axial
oscillation frequency #x that depends on the radial position
of atoms. The red line determines the center of the axial
oscillation and the frequency #x = 1.4Hz that infers the radial
temperature of Tr = 1.2 µK, as discussed later.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Experimental setup. A state-insensitive optical guide is set
along x-axis by a guide laser at 813 nm. The focal position of the guide laser,
which de"nes x = 0, is varied by translating a focusing lens. By adding a trap
laser at 914 nm, a crossed dipole trap is formed to prepare spatially localized
atoms. This crossed dipole trap lies in the x–y plane, which is perpendicular
to gravity. A clock laser at 698 nm is introduced along the guide laser.
Sequential pulses start at t = 0 and excite atoms at x0. Atomic #uorescence is
observed by a CCD camera by driving the 1S0–1P1 transition. (b) Timing
chart of the optically guided MZI. The widths of the boxes are not drawn to
scale. A phase o!set $ is added to the "rst clock pulse.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of an AI with a “magic” optical guide that provides the same AC Stark shift on the long-lived states "1! and "2!, which correspond to the
1S0 and 3P0 clock states of Sr and the other alkaline earth (like) atoms. Pulsed excitation of the clock states with a %=2-%-%=2 sequence realizes a Mach–Zehnder
interferometer. The output of the interferometer is mapped onto the clock states, which is detected by driving the "1!–"3! transition. (a) In a free-space optical
guide, a "nite Rayleigh range introduces axial acceleration (yellow arrows) on atoms. (b) When a hollow-core photonic crystal "ber is applied, atoms mainly
sense external acceleration because of the negligible attenuation of the guiding potential. Such a magic-guide interferometer is best applied for a gradiometer
consisting of two atomic samples, i.e., atoms 1 and 2, where the clock-laser instability is common-mode rejected for the measurement outcome !a = a2 ! a1.
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Prior to starting the interferometry sequence, we apply a
240-µs-long ! pulse to select the velocity group that con-
tributes to the measurement. Approximately 10% of atoms
with a Doppler width of 3.3 kHz are velocity-selectively
excited to the 3P0 state, while the atoms remaining in the
ground state are blown away by applying the heating laser at
461 nm [see Fig. 2(b)]. The velocity width in the x-direction
is !vx = 2.3mm=s, corresponding to an atomic temper-
ature of Tx = 10 nK. The initial velocity of the atoms is
vx(0) = !k=m = 6.5mm=s.

We operate the MZI by applying three clock pulses with
intervals T, which start at t = 0 for atoms at x(0) = x0. The
outcome of the interferometer is mapped onto the population
of atoms NS in the 1S0 state, which is measured by the LIF on
the 1S0–1P1 transition. Subsequently, the atoms in the 3P0
state are transferred to the 1S0 state by exciting the 3P0–3S1
transition at 679 nm to measure the number NP of atoms in
the 3P0 state. By giving a phase o!set " for the "rst !=2 pulse
with respect to the following two pulses, we measured the
fraction of excited atoms as #(") = NP=(NS + NP).

Figure 4(a) shows typical interference fringes for atoms at
x0 = 1.0mm in the optical guide with the pulse intervals
of T = 0.2ms (blue squares) and 1.4ms (red circles). They
are "tted by #(") = 1 ! B + A cos(" + !$) (solid curves).
The pulse interval T-dependent phase shift !$ and visibility
A=B are measured for several atom positions x0, as shown in
Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively. For reference, the visibility
of the MZI without applying the velocity selection is indi-
cated by the empty circles in Fig. 4(c), which shows the
improvement of the visibility due to selecting a narrow
velocity group. Still, the visibility decreases as the pulse
interval T increases and nearly fades out for 2T " 5ms. We
speculate that this is partly because of the radial motion of
atoms, which introduces inhomogeneity to the axial accel-
eration. In this regard, loading atoms into the vibrational
ground state in the radial motion by applying Bose–Einstein
condensates30,31) or Raman cooling for the radial motion will
improve the visibility. Additionally, mechanical instability
between the atoms and the clock laser causes the loss of
contrast by introducing the phase noise owing to the Doppler
e!ect. Ultimately, the phase noise %$ # 2&y'T of the clock
laser with its instability &y and frequency ' = ck causes the
uncertainties for the phase shift and the acceleration %a # %$=
(kT2) = 2&yc=T, which has been recognized as the major
obstacle for the AI on the single-photon transition12) com-
pared with two-photon schemes.13) The relevant uncertainty

is estimated to be %a " 4 ! 10!5m=s2 and is signi"cantly
smaller than the other experimental uncertainties for the
present case.

Figure 4(d) summarizes the atom position-dependent
accelerations a. The solid line shows the acceleration of
atoms without radial motion, i.e., Tr = 0, which gives the
maximum acceleration with an oscillation frequency of (x =
1.7Hz. As the atoms are distributed radially owing to thermal
motion, they experience less guide intensity and axial
acceleration. The dashed lines show position-averaged
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of atoms at the full width at half maximum are derived from the images.
The solid red line determines the oscillation frequency of (x = 1.4Hz and the
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Fig. 4. (a) Ramsey fringes measured for atoms at x0 = 1.0mm with pulse
intervals of T = 0.2ms (blue squares) and 1.4ms (red circles). The phase of
the "rst Ramsey pulse is o!set by " with respect to the following two pulses.
Each point is integrated over 27 scans. (b) Phase shift !$ and (c) the
visibility A=B of the Ramsey fringes with respect to the pulse interval T.
The depth of the colors corresponds to initial position of atoms x0 = !1.20,
!0.53, 0.09, 0.67, 1.21mm, from light green to dark green. The phase shifts
are "tted by a parabola (solid curves). Empty circles show the visibility of
MZI without velocity selection. (d) Accelerations with respect to the atom
position are indicated by "lled squares with the corresponding depth of
colors. The curves show the accelerations calculated for di!erent radial
temperatures Tr of atoms. The measured acceleration agrees with the red-
dashed curve corresponding to Tr = 1.2 µK.
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Optically guided linear Mach-Zehnder atom interferometer

G. D. McDonald,* H. Keal, P. A. Altin, J. E. Debs, S. Bennetts, C. C. N. Kuhn, K. S. Hardman, M. T. Johnsson,
J. D. Close, and N. P. Robins

Quantum Sensors Lab, Department of Quantum Science, Australian National University, Canberra 0200, Australia
(Received 19 December 2012; published 28 January 2013)

We demonstrate a horizontal, linearly guided Mach-Zehnder atom interferometer in an optical waveguide.
Intended as a proof-of-principle experiment, the interferometer utilizes a Bose-Einstein condensate in the
magnetically insensitive |F = 1,mF = 0! state of 87Rb as an acceleration-sensitive test mass. We achieve a
modest sensitivity to acceleration of !a = 7 " 10#4 m/s2. Our fringe visibility is as high as 38% in this optically
guided atom interferometer. We observe a time of flight in the waveguide of over 0.5 s, demonstrating the utility
of our optical guide for future sensors.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.87.013632 PACS number(s): 03.75.Dg, 06.30.Gv, 37.10.Gh, 37.25.+k

Over the past decade there has been significant interest in
the application of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) to the
development of compact inertial sensors based on magneti-
cally guided ultracold atoms [1,2]. Trapped atom systems offer
the possibility of the ultrahigh precision sensing demonstrated
by free-space atom interferometry [3,4] in a more compact
package. Atoms can now be Bose condensed [5–8], guided
[9,10], split [11–13], switched [14], recombined [15], and
imaged [16,17] in reconfigurable magnetic potentials which
support the atoms against gravity. Typical geometries for
magnetically trapped atom interferometers use either atoms
bound to a trap which is adiabatically deformed [18–21] or
a magnetic guide in which atoms are manipulated using a
standing wave [22–26].

Precision in these schemes is usually limited by both the
roughness of the magnetic waveguide potential which causes
decoherence and fragmentation of the condensate [27–30],
as well as interaction-induced dephasing due to the tight
trapping potentials used in magnetic guiding [31–33]. Methods
used to address these problems have included a Michelson
configuration which is sensitive only to relative acceleration
between the two arms [24,34], a constant displacement scheme
with an inherently reduced scaling in sensitivity to absolute
acceleration [26], or trapping currents oscillating in the kHz
range which smooths the potential but causes unwanted
heating [35,36]. The impact of these problems has been
highlighted in Ref. [37].

An alternative solution using optical trapping and ma-
nipulation of ultracold atoms has the advantage of being
inherently smooth. Optical elements have been constructed
which guide [38–41], reflect [42,43], and split [44–46] atom
clouds. Recently, a ring interferometer has been constructed to
measure rotation [37]. Additionally, relatively large BECs can
be quickly produced in optical traps (105 atoms in 500 ms [47])
and the atoms in an optical trap can be confined in any
internal state, allowing the trapping of magnetically insensitive
ensembles [48].

In this paper we present a linear, optically guided atom
interferometer in an inertially sensitive configuration. A BEC
of 87Rb is loaded into an atomic waveguide constructed from

*gordon.mcdonald@anu.edu.au

a far-detuned optical dipole beam (Fig. 1). The atoms are
then transferred into the first-order magnetically insensitive
|F = 1,mF = 0! spin state. A Mach-Zehnder (MZ) atom
interferometer with 4h̄k momentum splitting is constructed
using counterpropagating Bragg beams aligned collinearly
with the waveguide. The phase " of a MZ atom interferometer
is given by [49]

" = n(2k · a # #)T 2 + n($1 # 2$2 + $3), (1)

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) The geometry of our optically guided
atom interferometer. A BEC is formed in an optical dipole triple
trap at the intersection of three far-detuned beams. Two of these are
switched off to release the atoms into the third beam, the waveguide.
A MZ atom interferometer is constructed using Bragg transitions
from counterpropagating beams aligned along the waveguide. We
image the resulting momentum states using a vertical absorption
imaging system. A second absorption imaging system, not shown in
this diagram, has its axis in the horizontal plane between the cross
and waveguide dipole beams. (b) Images showing expansion of the
condensate in the waveguide after different expansion times. Because
gravity slowly pulls the atoms out of the field of view of our imaging
system, the image after 520 ms expansion is of a condensate thrown
“uphill” by a 6h̄k Bloch acceleration and then allowed to fall back
into the field of view.
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modewith coherentmatter waves from aBEC and then incorporating the elements into integrated circuits have
both proven to be dif!cult.We showhere how to accomplish both of these goals.

Cold atoms can bemanipulated using either themagnetic Stern–Gerlach force or the optical dipole force.
Using themagnetic approach, currents in suitably shaped conductors have been used to guide incoherent laser-
cooled atoms in straight lines [19, 20], around bends [21, 22], and to formY-junction splitters for such atoms
[23, 24]. Also, BECs have been launched in toroidal [25, 26] and linear [27] guides producedwith
electromagnets. The development of atom chips for cold atoms [1, 28] andBEC [29] opened up possibilities for
integration [30], complex geometries, andminiaturization.However, while coherent beamsplitters for
stationary BECs have been realized on atom chips [31], to date all propagation on atom chips has been restricted
to linear guides [32–34]. The optical dipole force of laser light propagating inside a hollow-core optical!berwas
used in the !rst demonstration of atom guiding [35]. Subsequently, incoherent cold atoms from amagneto-
optical trapwere propagated along aminiature planar optical dipole potential waveguide above a surface [2].
Propagation of coherentmatter waves along a linear optical dipole guide formed by a collimated laser beamhas
been demonstrated [36, 37], and overlapping laser beams have been used to create beamsplitters for guided cold
atoms [38] and for an atom laser [39].Micro-optics have been used to create beamsplitter and interferometer
optical dipole potentials for cold atoms [40]. In the limit where themoving BEC completely !lls thewaveguide,
super"uid "owhas been observed in toroidal optical dipole potentials [41–44] and atom-SQUIDdevices have
been demonstrated [45–47]. Finally, digital holography has created complex optical dipole potentials thatmight
realize an atomtronicOR-gate once loading of cold atoms into the potential has been demonstrated [48].
However, none of the experiments discussed above has demonstrated phase-coherent splitting of propagating
matter waves or single-modematter wave propagation inwaveguide sections connected by bends—two
essential ingredients of a coherentmatter wave circuit. Both are realized in our experiment.

Our circuit elements are createdwith the painted potential technique [49], a formof time-averaged optical
dipole potential inwhich a rapidlymoving, tightly focused laser beam superimposed on a sheet of laser light
exerts con!ning forces on atoms through their electric polarizability. Our device is analogous to an integrated
optical circuit with the roles ofmatter and light being reversed: while the optical circuit usesmatter to guide
light, here we use light to guidematter. Thematter wave source, analogous to the laser, is a BEC. The painted
potential is used to drawwaveguides andwaveguide structures (!gure 1(a)), such as bends andY-junctions
(!gure 1(b)).While the proof-of-principle circuits we present here are simple, the system should be able to create
any planar circuit topology that can be representedwith the approximately 100! 100 resolvable spots of the
two-axis acousto-optic de"ector that scans the painting beam [49]. Further, because the painted potential is
dynamic thematter wave circuit can bemodi!ed arbitrarily as atoms propagate through it, a degree of"exibility
that is not available in atom chips. In the experiments reported here, we launch BECs into paintedwaveguides
that guide coherentmatter waves around bends and form switches, phase coherent beamsplitters, and closed
circuits. In the following sectionswe discuss the implementation and performance of each of these circuit
elements.

Figure 1. (a)The coherentmatter waves of amoving Bose–Einstein condensate propagate alongwaveguide-shaped time-averaged
optical dipole potentials formed by the combination of a horizontal laser light sheet and a rapidlymoving, tightly focused vertical laser
beam. The vertical beampaints the desiredwaveguide geometry, here a Y-junction. (b)Measured time-averaged laser intensity
distributions used in the experiments reported here, recorded by imaging the laser intensity at the plane of the circuit onto a camera.
The intensity is rendered into three-dimensions using the color scale shown. Clockwise from top left, with image dimensions in
parentheses: straightwaveguide (114 !m ! 114 !m), straightwaveguides connected by a circular bend (93 !m ! 93 !m), Y-junction
(114 !m ! 114 !m), and squarewaveguide circuit (62 !m ! 62 !m).
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both proven to be dif!cult.We showhere how to accomplish both of these goals.
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Using themagnetic approach, currents in suitably shaped conductors have been used to guide incoherent laser-
cooled atoms in straight lines [19, 20], around bends [21, 22], and to formY-junction splitters for such atoms
[23, 24]. Also, BECs have been launched in toroidal [25, 26] and linear [27] guides producedwith
electromagnets. The development of atom chips for cold atoms [1, 28] andBEC [29] opened up possibilities for
integration [30], complex geometries, andminiaturization.However, while coherent beamsplitters for
stationary BECs have been realized on atom chips [31], to date all propagation on atom chips has been restricted
to linear guides [32–34]. The optical dipole force of laser light propagating inside a hollow-core optical!berwas
used in the!rst demonstration of atom guiding [35]. Subsequently, incoherent cold atoms from amagneto-
optical trapwere propagated along aminiature planar optical dipole potential waveguide above a surface [2].
Propagation of coherentmatter waves along a linear optical dipole guide formed by a collimated laser beamhas
been demonstrated [36, 37], and overlapping laser beams have been used to create beamsplitters for guided cold
atoms [38] and for an atom laser [39].Micro-optics have been used to create beamsplitter and interferometer
optical dipole potentials for cold atoms [40]. In the limit where themoving BEC completely !lls thewaveguide,
super"uid "owhas been observed in toroidal optical dipole potentials [41–44] and atom-SQUIDdevices have
been demonstrated [45–47]. Finally, digital holography has created complex optical dipole potentials thatmight
realize an atomtronicOR-gate once loading of cold atoms into the potential has been demonstrated [48].
However, none of the experiments discussed above has demonstrated phase-coherent splitting of propagating
matter waves or single-modematter wave propagation inwaveguide sections connected by bends—two
essential ingredients of a coherentmatter wave circuit. Both are realized in our experiment.

Our circuit elements are createdwith the painted potential technique [49], a formof time-averaged optical
dipole potential inwhich a rapidlymoving, tightly focused laser beam superimposed on a sheet of laser light
exerts con!ning forces on atoms through their electric polarizability. Our device is analogous to an integrated
optical circuit with the roles ofmatter and light being reversed: while the optical circuit usesmatter to guide
light, here we use light to guidematter. Thematter wave source, analogous to the laser, is a BEC. The painted
potential is used to drawwaveguides andwaveguide structures (!gure 1(a)), such as bends andY-junctions
(!gure 1(b)).While the proof-of-principle circuits we present here are simple, the system should be able to create
any planar circuit topology that can be representedwith the approximately 100! 100 resolvable spots of the
two-axis acousto-optic de"ector that scans the painting beam [49]. Further, because the painted potential is
dynamic thematter wave circuit can bemodi!ed arbitrarily as atoms propagate through it, a degree of"exibility
that is not available in atom chips. In the experiments reported here, we launch BECs into paintedwaveguides
that guide coherentmatter waves around bends and form switches, phase coherent beamsplitters, and closed
circuits. In the following sectionswe discuss the implementation and performance of each of these circuit
elements.

Figure 1. (a)The coherentmatter waves of amoving Bose–Einstein condensate propagate alongwaveguide-shaped time-averaged
optical dipole potentials formed by the combination of a horizontal laser light sheet and a rapidlymoving, tightly focused vertical laser
beam. The vertical beampaints the desiredwaveguide geometry, here a Y-junction. (b)Measured time-averaged laser intensity
distributions used in the experiments reported here, recorded by imaging the laser intensity at the plane of the circuit onto a camera.
The intensity is rendered into three-dimensions using the color scale shown. Clockwise from top left, with image dimensions in
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2.2. MAGNETIC TRAPPING AND IOFFE-QUADRUPOLE CONFIGURATION 11

FIGURE 2.3: The Io!e-quadrupole magnetic trap geometry: The coils (top) produce a
potential with axial symmetry. The direction of the currents I is indicated by the small
arrows. Four ‘race-track’ shaped coils are combined to form four bars generating a linear
quadrupole field (bottom right) for transverse confinement. The two pinch coils create a
magnetic field minimum for confinement along the z-direction (bottom left). The large
magnetic field of the pinch coils is reduced by the compensation coils to a small value
of about 1G, preventing Majorana loss.

a magneto-static magnetic with non-zero minimum magnetic field for avoiding Majorana
depolarization, as described by [Pritchard, 1983]. Often this trapping configuration is
called ‘Io!e-Pritchard’ configuration. The trapping potential has a cylindrical symmetry.
For confinement along the radial direction a two-dimensional quadrupole magnetic field
is used. The quadrupole field is produced by four ‘race-track’ shaped so called ‘Io!e
coils’. The straight parts of these coils form four current bars, the so called ‘Io!e bars’,
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Figure 3. The full coil assembly of the IP trap based purely on circular coils. (a) The arrangement of the coils as optimized numerically. (b)
the coils in their epoxy housing including water and current connections.

Table 1. Geometrical characteristics of the coils.

Windings Inner diam. Outer diam. Separation Coil
Coil name Axis per spool (mm) (mm) (mm) configuration

Small Ioffe X 23 24 62.4 50 anti-Helmholtz
Big Ioffe Y 2 ! 23 46 105.6 86.4 anti-Helmholtz

(in series)
Pinch Z 15 24 23.2 34 Helmholtz (+)
Compensation Z 2 ! 31 110 180 152 Helmholtz (")

(in parallel)

Table 2. Calculated forces acting on the coils at a current of 400 A.

fx fy fz
Name of the coils (N) (N) (N)

Compensation 1 0 0 46.2
Compensation 2 0 0 35.3
Pinch 1 and 2 0 0 9.2
Small Ioffe 1 and 2 ±2.6 0 1.2
Big Ioffe 1 and 2 0 ±5.1 "51.2

optimal configuration and figure 3(b) depicts the same coils in
their epoxy housings including current and water connections.
The coils have been commercially wound according to the
specifications laid out in table 1. The conductor is a square
copper tube with external dimensions 4 ! 4 mm2 and with a
2.5 mm diameter bore for water cooling. When designing the
mounting of the coil assembly, it is important to consider the
magnetic forces on the coils. Table 2 shows the forces acting
on the coils at the maximum current of 400 A (see footnote
6). Contrary to what one might expect naively, the main
forces are not in the radial direction between the Ioffe coils
(2–5 N) but axially between the big Ioffe and the compensation
coils (35–51 N). For mechanical stability and protection, the

coils are vacuum encased in rectangular blocks of epoxy (see
figure 3(b)). The Ioffe and pinch coils are mounted simply
by bolting them together using stainless steel studding, thus
forming a stable block with the coil spacings being fixed by
the epoxy encasing. Rubber spacers placed on one side of
the trap between the compensation and Ioffe coils allow us
to fine-tune the distance between the compensation coils and
thus to cancel any contribution of the axial coils to B0. In order
to minimize power consumption and maximize cooling, the
big Ioffe and the compensation coils have been constructed
from two separate coils within one epoxy housing. In the Ioffe
coils the current flows in series and the water in parallel thus
ensuring sufficient cooling. In the compensation coils both the
current and water run in parallel.

The coils of each set are operated in series so that any
current noise translates into a variation of the gradient or
curvature rather than a displacement of the centre of the trap or
a modification of the trap bottom (B0). We use IGBT circuits
to switch the coils rapidly on (100 µs) and off (40 µs), which
is fast compared to the maximum allowable switch-off time
of !off # ""1

# $ 150 µs. In order to generate the spherical
quadrupole field required for the magneto-optic trap (MOT),
we use a dedicated IGBT switch to send the current through the

4
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Foraquantitativeunderstandingofthedensityprofiles,
weperformedMonteCarlosimulationsofclassicaltrajecto-
riesofparticlesintheguide.TheresultsaredepictedinFig.
16andshowgoodagreementwiththeexperiment.Inpar-
ticular,thereflectionsthatoccurwhenatomsreachtheinner
endoftheguidearereproduced.Theeffectofthereflection
becomesmostapparentintheplotsofthevelocitydistribu-
tionsextractedfromtheMCcalculations!insets".Theveloc-
ityclassesforforwardandbackwardmotionintheguideare
clearlyseparated.

Directlifetimemeasurementsintheguidewereonlycar-
riedoutforguidingtimesofupto#200ms.4Thesemea-
surementswerethencomparedtothelifetimemeasurements

performedintheverticaltrapsdescribedearlier!basedon
counterpropagatingcurrentsthroughtwoparallelwires".The
resultsarepresentedinFig.17.Becauseofthenearlyiden-
ticalbehavioroftheexperimentallifetimeplotsforthetrap
andguide,weexpectasimilarcomparisonalsoonthelonger
timescaleswhereonlytrapdataareavailable.

Finally,wenotethattheinitialfastdecaysobservedfor
boththetrapandguidearenotexpectedtoposeaproblem
formuchcolderatomsorevenaBEC,asthebarrierheights
relativetothesampletemperaturewillbemuchhigher.

V.CONCLUSION

Toconclude,wehavedemonstratedthecontrolledloading
andguidingofatomsinorientation-independenttrappingand
guidingpotentialsonanatomchip.Theflexibilityofanom-
nidirectionalguidewasprovenbyoperatingitoverawide
parameterrange.MonteCarlosimulationsreproducethe
measuredtime-dependentatomicdensityprofiles,andhence
theguidingdynamicsarewellunderstoodandmaybeuti-
lizedforthedesignofmoreelaborateschemes.

ToavoidMajoranaspinflipsforsingle-modepropagation,
wehavediscussedaschemeinvolvingtime-dependentcur-
rentstomodifytheguidesoastocircumventitsmagnetic
zerominimum.

Futureapplicationsrangefromtheloadingoftwo-
dimensionaltraparraystotherealizationofcircularorwide-
anglematterwaveinterferometers$23%.
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FIG.16.Left:theone-dimensionalatomicdensityprofiles!solid
curves"alongthespiral-shapedguideareshownfordifferentguid-
ingtimes.AMonteCarlosimulation!dashedcurves"isingood
agreementwiththeobservedpropagationdynamics.Theinsets
showcorrespondingfluorescenceimagesoftheatomiccloud.
Right:velocitydistributionsoftheatomicsampleobtainedbythe
sameMonteCarlosimulationshowareflectionofthepropagating
atomsatapotentialbarrierattheendoftheguide!centerofspiral".
Thisreflectioncanbeclearlyseeninthefluorescenceimagesofthe
atomiccloud!seeinsets".

FIG.17.Lifetimegraphsshowingacomparisonbetweenthe
lifetimeofathree-dimensionaltrap!squares"andtheguide!tri-
angles"ofapproximatelyequalpotentialdepthofkB!500"K.
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R̂z!!"
! "{

F̂#R̂z!!" $ e#i!F̂#, (23)

R̂z!!"
! "{

F̂ xR̂z!!" $ cos! F̂ x% sin! F̂ y: (24)

The general expression for the rotated operator R̂
{
uF̂u0R̂u can be

deduced from these equations.

3.1.4 Time-Dependent Rotations
For the description of an atom moving in an inhomogeneous magnetic

field, we will need to deal with time-dependent rotation angles, and with

the derivatives of the R̂ operators. After using Eq. (21) and some straight-

forward arithmetic, we come to the following expression involving

@tR̂u!!":

i!R̂{
u!!"@tR̂u!!"$ _!F̂ u + !1% cos!" % _"F̂u# +

_# sin"F̂ u"

! "

+ sin! _# sin"F̂u# +
_"F̂u"

! "
,

(25)

where (u, u!, u") form an orthonormal basis, see Fig. 2, with

u" $ cos" cos# ex + sin# ey
# $

% sin" ez (26)

and

u#$% sin# ex + cos# ey: (27)

The time variation of R̂ can be recast using the rising and lowering oper-

ators F̂u,# $ F̂ u" # iF̂u# with respect to the eigenstates of F̂ u, under the form

i!R̂{
u!!"@tR̂u!!"$ _!F̂ u + sin!!=2" ! _"% i _# sin"" ei

!
2F̂u,+ + h:c:

h i
: (28)

Fig. 2 Orientation of the basis (u, u", u#) relative to the basis (ez, ex, ey).
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Ĥ!t"# $!t V
V !t

! "
(10)

where the constant ! describes the rate of change of potential with time and

the coupling V between states j1i and j2i is assumed to be a constant. This is

an example of Eq. (1) with "!t"! !t and #!V . This model can be an

approximation to the dynamics of a particle passing through a region of rf

resonance at approximately constant speed. The adiabatic energies of

Eq. (10) are E!t"#
####################
!!t"2 +V 2

q
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The related non-

adiabaticity parameter $(t), Eq. (8), is given by the expression

$!t"#$i
!
2

!V

!2t2 +V 2
$ % : (11)

We saw in Eq. (9) that the ratio j$!t"j=E!t" should be small for an adia-

batic process. In the case of the Landau–Zener model we find that

j$!t"j=E!t"# !!V=%2!!2t2 +V 2"3=2&. We see that this ratio has its largest

value at t # 0, where j$!0"j=E!0"# !!=!2V 2". This, in turn, implies that

to be adiabatic we would like a strong coupling V and/or a “low” rate of

in the potential, ! so that !!=!2V 2"!1. Conventionally, we define a

parameter ! such that (Suominen et al., 1991)

!#V 2

!!
(12)

and then we have ! " 1 for highly adiabatic behavior.

A B

Fig. 1 Hamiltonian evolution during a linear sweep, starting from state j1i at t#$!,
for two different values of the coupling: V# !% corresponding to!# 1 (blue full line) and
V # 3!% (red dashed line, ! # 9). The time unit is %#

########
!=!

p
. (A) Evolution of the popu-

lation P2 in state j2i. The expected t!! Landau–Zener limit, P2 # 1$ exp!$&!", is
indicated as a dashed blue line in the case V # !%. (B) Energies of the bare states (thin
black line) and of the adiabatic states 'E!t".
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Optimal Control Theory
Chen et al. Phys. Rev. A 84, 43415 (2011). 
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modewith coherentmatter waves from aBEC and then incorporating the elements into integrated circuits have
both proven to be dif!cult.We showhere how to accomplish both of these goals.

Cold atoms can bemanipulated using either themagnetic Stern–Gerlach force or the optical dipole force.
Using themagnetic approach, currents in suitably shaped conductors have been used to guide incoherent laser-
cooled atoms in straight lines [19, 20], around bends [21, 22], and to formY-junction splitters for such atoms
[23, 24]. Also, BECs have been launched in toroidal [25, 26] and linear [27] guides producedwith
electromagnets. The development of atom chips for cold atoms [1, 28] andBEC [29] opened up possibilities for
integration [30], complex geometries, andminiaturization.However, while coherent beamsplitters for
stationary BECs have been realized on atom chips [31], to date all propagation on atom chips has been restricted
to linear guides [32–34]. The optical dipole force of laser light propagating inside a hollow-core optical!berwas
used in the !rst demonstration of atom guiding [35]. Subsequently, incoherent cold atoms from amagneto-
optical trapwere propagated along aminiature planar optical dipole potential waveguide above a surface [2].
Propagation of coherentmatter waves along a linear optical dipole guide formed by a collimated laser beamhas
been demonstrated [36, 37], and overlapping laser beams have been used to create beamsplitters for guided cold
atoms [38] and for an atom laser [39].Micro-optics have been used to create beamsplitter and interferometer
optical dipole potentials for cold atoms [40]. In the limit where themoving BEC completely !lls thewaveguide,
super"uid "owhas been observed in toroidal optical dipole potentials [41–44] and atom-SQUIDdevices have
been demonstrated [45–47]. Finally, digital holography has created complex optical dipole potentials thatmight
realize an atomtronicOR-gate once loading of cold atoms into the potential has been demonstrated [48].
However, none of the experiments discussed above has demonstrated phase-coherent splitting of propagating
matter waves or single-modematter wave propagation inwaveguide sections connected by bends—two
essential ingredients of a coherentmatter wave circuit. Both are realized in our experiment.

Our circuit elements are createdwith the painted potential technique [49], a formof time-averaged optical
dipole potential inwhich a rapidlymoving, tightly focused laser beam superimposed on a sheet of laser light
exerts con!ning forces on atoms through their electric polarizability. Our device is analogous to an integrated
optical circuit with the roles ofmatter and light being reversed: while the optical circuit usesmatter to guide
light, here we use light to guidematter. Thematter wave source, analogous to the laser, is a BEC. The painted
potential is used to drawwaveguides andwaveguide structures (!gure 1(a)), such as bends andY-junctions
(!gure 1(b)).While the proof-of-principle circuits we present here are simple, the system should be able to create
any planar circuit topology that can be representedwith the approximately 100! 100 resolvable spots of the
two-axis acousto-optic de"ector that scans the painting beam [49]. Further, because the painted potential is
dynamic thematter wave circuit can bemodi!ed arbitrarily as atoms propagate through it, a degree of"exibility
that is not available in atom chips. In the experiments reported here, we launch BECs into paintedwaveguides
that guide coherentmatter waves around bends and form switches, phase coherent beamsplitters, and closed
circuits. In the following sectionswe discuss the implementation and performance of each of these circuit
elements.

Figure 1. (a)The coherentmatter waves of amoving Bose–Einstein condensate propagate alongwaveguide-shaped time-averaged
optical dipole potentials formed by the combination of a horizontal laser light sheet and a rapidlymoving, tightly focused vertical laser
beam. The vertical beampaints the desiredwaveguide geometry, here a Y-junction. (b)Measured time-averaged laser intensity
distributions used in the experiments reported here, recorded by imaging the laser intensity at the plane of the circuit onto a camera.
The intensity is rendered into three-dimensions using the color scale shown. Clockwise from top left, with image dimensions in
parentheses: straightwaveguide (114 !m ! 114 !m), straightwaveguides connected by a circular bend (93 !m ! 93 !m), Y-junction
(114 !m ! 114 !m), and squarewaveguide circuit (62 !m ! 62 !m).
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